
Cordless Jack Nurse-call

Quick Start Guide

Sensor Placement

RG13 / RG47 Bedgard: Place on top of the mattress and under the bed sheet. 
The pad can be placed anywhere between the shoulders to the hips depending 
on the condition of the patient and how early you want the alert. 

RG39 Under-mattress: Place under the mattress across the width of the bed 
at the lower back level. On profiling beds make sure it will not entrap the                
mechanism when the bed is being adjusted.

For further guidance on placement, please refer to the pad positioning flyer. 

RG11 / RG49 Seatgard: Place mat on the relevant seat (on top of or under 
a cushion), giving consideration to the position of the monitor and the least          
intrusive method of installing the equipment.

RG59 Floorgard: Place mat at or near to the area to be monitored such as a 
doorway or side of the bed.

Receiver/Monitor Placement
The Jack should plug straight into any available nurse-call port with the switch 
set according to mono/stereo operation. 

General Operation
When a sensor pad is triggered, the jack activates a timed alarm output to 
the nurse-call, which can only to be reset at the nurse-call point.

System Contents

Monitor RG5 Cordless Jack

Sensor RG11 / RG49 Cordless Seatgard
RG13 / RG47 Cordless Bedgard
RG59 Cordless Floorgard
RG39 Cordless Under-mattress Pad

Transmitter RG9 Cordless Pad Transmitter

Applies to product codes:
R13-00011 | R13-0002 | R13-0003 | R13-0004 | R13-0005 | 

R13-0006 | R13-0007 | R13-0008



Cordless Jack Nurse-call

Quick Start Guide

1. 
Follow the steps below to set up your equipment:

Pull out the battery tab to power up the Wireless Jack 
or insert 3 AAA batteries. Green and yellow lights will illu-
minate to confirm batteries have been inserted correctly.

2. Confirm the mono/stereo switch and the on/off switches 
are in the correct position. 
MONO/STEREO - refer to your nurse-call system configuration 
ON/OFF - only turn ON when a nurse-call button is inserted to 
the call cord socket.

3. Plug the wireless jack into the socket on your nurse-call 
panel. 

4. 

5. 

Ensure that the sensor pad is placed on a smooth flat 
surface and the pad is not creased or folded in any way. 

Check that you have positioned your sensor pad                    
correctly and switch the transmitter on (inside pouch).
To test, activate the sensor to confirm that it is alarming 
and resetting correctly. 

Ramblegard Technical Support Helpline:
028 9448 3979

When you are satisfied with the points above please complete the 
daily checks sheet provided before putting the system into use.

6. When you first switch on the pad transmitter, apply 
pressure to the sensor pad for at least 15 secs to wake 
up the transmitter from sleep mode. Failure to do this 
will cause the Companion to loose connection from the 
transmitter and trigger an audible alert. This only applies 
when you switch a transmitter from OFF to ON.


